Hamlet Digiscope 601 Standard
Definition Signal Monitor DS601AX
(001400 - F)

£59.99
Professional Broadcasting Equipment Hamlet Digiscope 601 Standard Definition Signal Monitor
DS601AX (001400) The Digi Scope DS601AX is compact, low power On Screen Display (OSD)
device, which is ideal alternative to, and/or replacements for broadcast measuring devices in
production or engineering environments. Especially where repetitive monitoring or measurements
need to be made. Areas such as, master control, pre or post production, editing and graphics
suites, remote sites and OB vehicles. Indeed anywhere serial digital signals or multi-format
measurement is required. The item has been used, therefore shows a few stickers and used
marks. It is in good cosmetic condition.Product
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and Islands may cost more so please enquire prior to bidding. Yes, we know Northern Ireland isDimensions
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Weight as part of the U.K. but it still costs more to send large items there. There is no extra costfor smaller items sent by Royal Mail. We will recycle packaging where we can to keep your costs
and ours down. We will combine P&P where we can.If you are buying multiple items, please do
the 'buy it now' part but do not proceed to payment. We will invoice you with the required P&P.If
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